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Executive Summary
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the pricing structure of Consolidated Stores 
Corporation at the region - district level. The company is responsible for three divisions 
beginning on May 1, 1994 but this analysis is restricted to the Odd Lots and Big Lots chain. 
The following questions were resolved in the analysis.
1. There are different average item retails by region - district(RD). This is due to the 
markdown effect at the store level. There are two factors that create markdowns. Ethnic 
breakdown and average income of a store surrounding area create the differences in average 
item retails across RD.
2. A marketing profit analysis is used to differentiate one department from another as it 
relates to the cost of shipping goods that have higher cartons per case than other departments. 
Marketing profit is defined as the profit a department contributes based on controllable costs 
and items shipped from our warehouse. Our top three departments contribute 26% of our 
sales and the $0.75 and under price points account for a majority of our marketing profit loss. 
This analysis shows us that we need to raise our markups in the lower end price points to 
help recoup losses incurred due to controllable expenses. Controllable expenses are the 
company’s variable expenses.
3. The mark up model allows us to calculate a Lemer’s index. This will give the company 
an idea on what our monopoly power is in these departments. As pricing pressures increase, 
our power will decrease accordingly.
4. Data Envelopment Analysis gives us a means to benchmark poorly performing stores to the 
most efficient stores. This is based on an efficiency rating based on total costs as an input 
and sales as our final output. Once the information is collected on each store, a simple 
program is run and our analysis will be based on these results. DEA does not correct 
inefficiencies, it only tells us that inefficiencies exists and where there exists at the RD. The 
decision is made to act on these inefficiencies at the management level.
5. A model was built to forecast item demand based on a price change. The model is shown 
as this: Units sold = 5,245,310+7.6991customers-7,396910AIR .
Where units sold equals units sold for a particular item, customers equals number of 
customers who shop at our stores during a given period of time, and AIR equals average 
item retail which is defined as the average price a good is selling for at the store.
6. With this complete analysis, a test region - district should follow to implement these ideas 
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V.
Glossary
This glossary of terms includes some helpful definitions and clarifications that 
may occur with unfamiliar words or jargon. This is a brief list of terms that may 
cause confusion.
Region - District is defined as the zone a store resides in for accounting purposes. 
Consolidated Stores hierarchy consists of Four Regions and 40 districts. These 
districts have a region that they reside in and this explains the region - district 
convention. For instance, if a Region - District (RD) is labeled S405, this labeling 
refers to the region, which would equal four, and the district, which would equal five. 
Zone pricing is described as purposely setting prices differently across the four 
regions.
A Markdown is a percentage discount from the original price at the storelevel. If a 
good is supposed to sell for $1.00 and a markdown is taken for 20%, the new selling 
price would be $.80. The act of issuing markdowns is defined as taking markdowns. 
Conversely, a markup would have the opposite effect. A markup can also be the IMU 
markup, which in accounting is defined as the initial markup up. This IMU is used to 
value inventory to generate the company’s cost of goods sold.
Marketing Profit can be described in its simplest form as the breakeven point of a
v i
good after transportation,warehouse costs, and controllable expenses are considered in 
the profit definition. A department such as the FOOD department would have a very 
low marketing profit because once controllable expenses are considered into their 
profit, it does not perform very well. Controllable expenses are the company’s 
variable expenses. These variable expenses are salaried wages, hourly wages, payroll 
taxes, benefits, credit card fees, bad check fees, transportation and distribution costs.
It costs more to shelf a product that is packed 100 to a case than one to a case. The 
controllable expenses go up when the number of items go up in a case.
Price Point is defined as the range a good sell for at the storelevel. If a good sold for
$.25 cents, it would fall into the $.25 to $. 49 price point range.




The purpose of this paper is to analyze the pricing structure of Consolidated 
Stores Corporation (hereafter referred to as the "company") at the region - district 
(RD) level. The company is organized into three divisions but this analysis is 
restricted to the Odd Lots and Big Lots chain. The rationale for focusing on the Odd 
Lots and Big Lots division is that this is our core business. Any minor change in 
operating policy will impact every division including non-retail entities such as our 
wholesale liquidators. With this understanding, two restrictions are placed on the 
analysis. First, all of the pricing decisions are made at the general office in Columbus, 
Ohio. This eliminates any zone pricing (or price discrimination) that may occur when 
we have a chance to maximize our gross profit across state boundaries due to cost 
differentials. Zone pricing is defined as when a product’s selling price is different 
across regions; for example, lower prices for product in the North Central region of the 
United States versus the South East region. It costs the company more to ship goods to 
our southern market than to ship goods to our midwest market. Secondly, our buyers 
are locked into a rule of thumb pricing method. The rule of thumb pricing idea states 
that if this product was sold at a 10% markup last year, the product will be sold at a 
10% markup this year. This leads to pricing structures that are rigid in nature and it 
forces store managers to sell products at higher or lower prices than the current market 
being served can handle.
Price discrimination among our regions is an issue that Consolidated Stores 
should embrace as a corporate strategy in order to take advantage of economies of
scale to maximize revenues. Finding a logical way to approach the company’s pricing 
methods is the main concern of this paper. The case for zone pricing is made by 
considering the following question. Is zone pricing an effective strategy for 
Consolidated Stores Corporation? There are five primary concerns: (1) In the absence 
of zone pricing, do we have a different average retail price by RD? (2) How does the 
company’s controllable costs effect the price structure of our stores, and can we 
initiate product zone pricing based on differences in transportation expenses? (3) How 
does the mark-up price model calculate the elasticity of demand for our forty 
departments? How will this effect our customer demand for our goods? (4) Can we 
estimate efficiency at the region - district (RD) level that will help us set up a 
benchmark for productivity? This benchmark will be used to test RD’s to show that 
they are either productive or not productive. (5) Lastly, can we build an empirical 
model that will allow Consolidated Stores Corporation to forecast demand for units 
based on any pricing decision? This model will work in concert with the elasticities 
generated in the mark-up model.
Answering these five questions will build a strong decisional foundation on 
whether or not Consolidated Stores Corporation should go to a zone pricing based 
pricing model or continue with our present form of pricing.
The Consolidated Stores Corporation background is included in part one of the 
paper. Part two provides the needed analysis to the answer the above five question. 
The third part includes the conclusion and policy recommendations.
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H. BACKGROUND
The following is quoted from the company's 1 OK filling with the SEC:
At January 29, 1994, the Company conducted retail operations in 22 states and is 
the largest close-out retail company in the world. Through its principal operating 
subsidiary the Company operates 432 close-out retail stores under the name "Odd Lots" 
and "Big Lots” in 18 midwestem, southeastern and eastern states and 177 single price 
point stores under the name "All for One" (AFO) in 15 states. The Company considers the 
general economic conditions of all markets in which it has retail operations to be good. 
Consumer goods are also sold on a wholesale basis throughout the continental United 
States.
The Company purchases and sells large quantities of close-out merchandise. Such 
merchandise consists of new, primarily brand name products, generally manufacturers' 
excess inventories, discontinued merchandise or goods that have not been sold 
successfully by traditional retailers and is obtained at a fraction of initial wholesale prices. 
As a result of the holiday selling season the fourth quarter generally reflects higher net 
income and net sales than the other quarters. The first quarter of the fiscal year is usually 
the least profitable representing a traditional softness in retail sales following the holiday 
season.
PURCHASING
Purchasing for the retail operations, Odd Lots, Big Lots and AFO, is conducted by a 
single group of buyers. This buying group purchases merchandise from sources 
throughout the world and continually seeks opportunities created by manufacturers' 
overproduction and close-out circumstances, the overstocked inventories of wholesalers 
and retailers, receiverships, bankruptcies and financially distressed businesses, as well as 
other supply channels. The primary sources of merchandise are manufacturers,
distributors, and importers. Many manufacturers and wholesalers offer some or all 
of their close-out merchandise to the Company prior to attempting to dispose of it through 
other channels. Historically, there have been various sources of supply available for each 
category of merchandise sold.
In many cases, the Company has developed valuable sources from which it obtains 
certain lines of merchandise on a continuing basis. The Company has purchase 
commitments to acquire certain lines of paper products over the next five 
years or as later may be extended. Utilization of purchase commitments in the future will 
be evaluated based on the general availability of the line of merchandise offered and other 
economic and operational factors. Long term purchase commitments are not foreseen to 
be a major source of merchandise in the future.
RETAIL OPERATIONS - ODD LOTS AND BIG LOTS
Certain general categories of merchandise are offered on a continual basis, 
although specific lines, products and manufacturers change frequently. Inventories 
depend primarily on the types of merchandise available for acquisition at any given time.
Historically, Odd Lots and Big Lots stores have offered substantial savings on 
housewares, electronics, hardware, automotive supplies, food items, health and beauty 
aids, sporting goods, toys, jewelry and softgoods. The stores also carry on a regular basis 
consumer items such as paint, batteries, electrical wire and accessories, trash bags, pet 
food, hand tools, greeting cards, and seasonal goods, including Christmas items, which are 
purchased directly from manufacturers, suppliers and importers on a recurring basis.
The stores advertise primarily in circulars. Odd Lots and Big Lots have also 
engaged in a limited amount of advertising on television and radio. During the fiscal year 
ended January 29, 1994, advertising expenditures were approximately 3.1 
percent of net sales.
All Odd Lots and Big Lots stores are located in leased facilities and range in total
size from 10,080 to 81,193 square feet. The average store is approximately 27,700 square 
feet in size. Generally, locations of 20,000 to 40,000 square feet are solicited with 
emphasis on locations of 22,000 to 30,000 square feet. Approximately 71.4% of the area pf 
each store represents selling space.
Primary in selecting suitable store locations are existing structures which can be 
refurbished in a manner consistent with the intended merchandising concept. All of the 
stores are located in strip shopping centers or are free standing.
During the fiscal year ended January 29, 1994, 71 Odd Lots and Big Lots stores were 
opened, 20 closed, and it is estimated that by the end of the current fiscal year 
approximately 70 (55-60 net of store closings) new stores will be opened.
Generally, a new store is profitable in its first full year of operation. Stores 
considered for closing are selectively evaluated by a Real Estate Committee, comprised of 
management, to established profitability standards. The cost of opening a new store in a 
leased facility is approximately $550,000 to $650,000, including inventory.
All For One (AFO)
During fiscal 1993, 21 AFO stores were opened and 4 were closed. The AFO stores 
combine the value of quality merchandise, in a lively exciting environment, at a single 
price point of one dollar. The stores are located in fully enclosed malls or high traffic 
strip centers with major anchor stores. The AFO concept draws on pedestrian traffic in 
theses locations to attract the value shopper who buys on impulse.
Each store carries a varied line of value oriented general consumer merchandise, 
similar to the categories available in Odd Lots and Big Lots stores, which can be offered at 
the one dollar price point. During 1994 a limited amount of floor space in selected AFO 
stores will be dedicated to offering merchandise at a price point above one dollar. The 
area dedicated to over one dollar merchandise in any particular store will be dependent on 
available space, leases restrictions, if any, and the demographics of a particular location.
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In general, the AFO operations do not independently advertise merchandise 
available for sale. Advertising by participation in mall or strip center sponsored programs 
are the only regularly scheduled advertising promotions.
All AFO stores are located in leased facilities and range in total size from 1,833 to 
7,667 square feet and average approximately 3,652 square feet in size. Approximately 
74.5% of the area of each store represents selling space. Generally locations of 3,000 to
5,000 square feet are considered desirable for lease.
The cost of opening a store in a leased facility averages approximately $150,000 to 
$200,000, including inventory.
DISTRIBUTION
All merchandise distribution activities are conducted from central distribution 
facilities located in Columbus, Ohio. A majority of the merchandise purchased for the 
stores is shipped by common carrier directly to the distribution facilities 
and from there is shipped by truck to the various stores utilizing an outside transportation 
company.
OTHER OPERATIONS
The Company also sells goods wholesale from its corporate office in Columbus, 
Ohio. The inventory consists almost entirely of merchandise obtained through the same 
or shared opportunistic purchases of the retail operation.
Advertising of wholesale merchandise is conducted primarily at trade shows and by 
mailings to past and potential customers. Wholesale customers include a wide and varied 
range of major national and regional retailers, as well as smaller retailers, manufacturers, 
distributors, and wholesalers.
ASSOCIATES
At January 29, 1994, the Company had 16,399 active associates. At any time 
throughout fiscal 1993, approximately two-thirds of the associates were employed on a
part-time basis. Temporary associates hired during the Christmas
selling season increased the number of associates to a peak of 19,487 in fiscal 1993. The 
relationship with associates is considered to be good and the Company is not a party to 
any labor agreements.
COMPETITIVE CONDITIONS
The retail operations compete with discount department stores, deep discount 
drugstore chains, and other value oriented specialty retailers. The Company also 
competes with numerous distributors, jobbers, exporters, dealers, and 
others which sell many of the items sold wholesale by the registrant. Competition is often 
intense, however, by reason of the ability to make purchase of close-out, bulk, and surplus 
items, the Company believes its prices compare favorably with those of its competitors.
There is increasing competition for the purchase of such merchandise. The 
Company believes that it has, and will continue to have, sufficient sources to enable it to 
continue purchasing such merchandise in the future. Furthermore, with the wholesale 
capabilities and, as the number and sales volume of its stores grow, the ability to take 
advantage of opportunistic purchases of large quantities of merchandise at favorable 
prices will increase accordingly.
CORPORATE, WAREHOUSE AND DISTRIBUTION
The Company owns a 2,500,000 square foot office, warehouse and distribution 
facility. Approximately 150,000 square feet of this facility represents office space utilized 
for corporate offices. The balance represents warehouse and distribution space. 
Warehousing and distribution is also conducted from a leased 390,000 square foot facility. 
Both facilities are located in Columbus, Ohio.
The owned warehouse and distribution facility is fully mechanized for the 
warehousing and distribution of retail merchandise. Approximately 1,850,000 square feet 
is utilized for retail operations and 500,000 square feet for wholesale
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inventories. The leased facility is dedicated for AFO merchandise distribution. All stores 
are serviced from these warehouse and distribution facilities.
Early in 1994 completion of a 387,000 square foot expansion of the owned 
warehouse and distribution facility is planned. The additional space will be utilized for 
the distribution and warehouse requirements of the retail operations.
STORES
All stores are in leased facilities. Store leases generally provide for fixed monthly 
rental payments plus the payment, in most cases, of real estate taxes, utilities, liability 
insurance and maintenance. In some locations, the leases provide formulas requiring the 
payment of a percentage of sales as additional rent. Such payments are generally only 
required when sales reach a specified level. The typical store lease is for an initial term of 
three to five years with a five year renewal option. Of the 177 AFO leases 109 are in 
enclosed malls and 68 are in strip centers.
III. ANALYSIS
Question One In the absence of zone pricing, do we have a different average retail
price by RD?
The idea of
been placed aside for
zone pricing has
1.7
the time because we
to have different
know that we do not
intentionally set out
1.5 l_ l— I— I I I I I I I I I I I I I L
price levels for the 11 1213141516171821 2223 2425262729 
RD
same product groups
at the store level.
Figure 1 - RD is defined as the Region - District
Sometimes it happens due to the fact that our store managers have the ability to 
price things down if they do not sell at the original price that is prescribed by the 
general office buying staff. These markdowns are generally small but do lead to 
substantial differences in revenues by region - district ( which will now be stated as 
RD). The RD's revenue is optimal when the average item retail is at its highest level 
and our markdowns tend to have an extremely negative effect on average item 
retail.
As you can see from the above graph on page 10, for a sample of RDs, the 
average item retail (AIR) seems to fluctuate between RD's. This is the basis for a 
zone pricing model in itself due to the fact that the AIR is not controlled from the 
general office but from the field. This does not say that every item that is 
distributed to the field are changed but enough of the prices are changed that the 














item retail — Average item retail is weighted by the RD with the largest sales
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Figure 2 - Shows the relationship between average household income and average
in appendix A). By testing these RDs means, it has been shown that 13 out of 35 
are significantly different from the population mean. The 37% of RDs show a 
different AIR due to the fact of markdowns. This markdown effect is attributed to 
two different factors that have a correlation with AIR at the storelevel.
The ethnic distribution of our customers and the average household income 
play an important part of the Consolidated Stores Corporation customer base.
These two factors contribute to sales on a daily basis. The question is then, do 
these factors have such an effect on a RD that special consideration has to made to 
consider a stores ethnic and income characteristics? The answer to this question is 
certainly they do need special consideration. The mean for the ethnic makeup of 
our customers is 8.7%. The average household income is $ 21,476. This becomes 
important when we look at the relationship between ethnic makeup and sales per 
RD. The comparison of average income and sales per RD is also very important in 
our zone pricing issue.
From our correlation matrix, we show a p = .125 between ethnic composition
and sales. For average income per household and sales the p = .294 . The 
relationships are positive and marginal. These relationships will become more 
important in the future based on our planned or expected moves into urban areas.
With these two correlations in mind, we can look at the third correlation in this 
analysis. The p value for AIR and sales is -0.511. The indirect nature of this 
correlation makes sense because when our prices go up, the demand for our goods will 
go down. This relationship, which confirms the law of demand, has to be kept in the 
forefront of our pricing issue.
Average household income plays a more important role in the zone pricing
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issue than ethnicity. By using the income level of our customers as a determinant with 
the pricing decision, this creates a common sense approach to defining our markets. 
This will lead to pricing in our stores that is consumer income sensitive. If we raise 
the price in an area that cannot handle the increase because the household income is 
not high enough to compensate for this change, our market will not be served.
Question Two How does the company’s controllable costs effect the price structure of 
our stores and can we initiate a product zone pricing based on differences in 
transportation expenses?
The next part of our analysis will focus on an issue that is very controversial at 
Consolidated Stores Corporation. The question is whether or not we should increase 
prices on products whose costs increase at the storelevel with every item/carton 
shipped. This analysis will be focused on our larger departments such as food, basic 
housewares, stationery, health and beauty aids, and toys. These departments account 
for 26% of our total sales volume and as a result our marketing profit has suffered. 
The reason why our marketing profit, which is defined as the profit an item makes 
after accounting for variable costs and items ordered by a store that are bulky and cost 
more to ship, has suffered is that these high volume items in our stores are the most 
expensive at the storelevel to maintain.
By focusing on controllable expenses, such as salary wages, hourly wages, 
employee welfare, advertising, store supplies, over/short cash, cash and credit, 
transportation and distribution costs, at the store level we can make some assumption 
about our profit by product. This profit by product by department has implication for
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our average item retail in this manner: when our profit is positive in a department, it 
implies that the product has a price structure that when carton costs and controllable 
expenses are factored into the profit component, we make money by product. This in 
turn has implications on what our AIR is by product.
The average item retail is key because there is a relationship that exists 
between retail and cost such that we maximize our gross margin dollars per product. 
Gross margin dollars are defined as price minus cost of good sold for a product. This 
gives the markup percent which is defined as initial markup (IMU) by the formula 1 - 
( cost/retail). Margin dollars are the basis for our profit analysis.
There are two conversion factors that need to be perform to get the costs of 
shipping units and cartons at the lowest cost component. We need to break 
controllable expenses at the total company level down to the item level to get 
cost/item.
Carton conversion ( ctn conv) =  (warehouse costs + transportation costs) /  cartons shipped  
Piece conversion ( pc conv) = ( ( ( total controllable expenses - wrhse costs - tms costs)/1000)/ units) 
Gross Margin dollars /  cases shipped  =  gross margin /  case 
Conversion cost per case = ((ctn conv*cases)+(pcconv*items)) / items 
Profit p er  case =  gross margin /  case - conversion cost p er  case
These formulas are important in our marketing profit analysis. It would be 
beneficial if we also divided our product group into specific price points within our 
grouping. There are eight price points in each department. A price point is defined 
as a range an item can sell for at the storelevel. For example, if a candy bar sold for 
40 cents; it would then fall into a price point category of S.25-.49. It fall within the
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selling range between 25-49. There is a 25 cent differential in the first four groups 
then the groups split into dollar groupings: they are as follows: 1. $.02-.24, 2. $.25-.49,
3. $.50-.74, 4. S.75-.99, 5. $1.00-1.99, 6. $2.00-2.99, 7. $3.00-9.99, 8. $ >10.00.
The AIR for the company as shown in the previous analysis is 1.60 . This 1.60 
is composed of all sales for all departments. Within departments, the average price of 
an item can fluctuate between $ .78 cents and $ 3.00. Here are some example of how
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Toys 35.483 63.609 -0.13
Figure 3 - Example of the gross profit loss of our top 5 departments
are average price can fluctuate. The average price for Food (0.78), Housewares(1.40), 
Stationery (1.01), HBA(1.42), and Toys(2.16) play a valuable role in our success.
Food is a high volume department that drags our average selling price down by $ .10.
The information below is for the first grouping of price points. The more food will 
sell the more money we lose. This is due to the fact that our breakeven on food is so 
high that we cannot recoup our costs. This is why marketing profit is so important. It 
creates the breakeven point for a department by telling us what our cost is per case
(ConCst/case) and says you have to meet or exceed this cost to be successful. 
Successful would be defined as when profit per case minus cost per case is positive.
As you can see from figure three, the profit per item for the first group is 
dismal with an average item retail around 22.6 cents. This example is to show that the 
company needs a higher markup in these groups to make money. The only way this 
can be achieved is to revised the average selling price upward to compensate for the 
low margin items. These low item products do not cover the cost of stocking and 
maintaining the shelves to sell these products.
With this example in mind, Consolidated Stores Corporation loses money about 
75% of the time on items in the three price points, which was define as selling ranges. 
This is due to the lack of a price structure that can compensate for the controllable 
expenses. In order to increase or profitability, the company needs to adjust prices in 
these price points or selling ranges.
Question Three How does the mark-up price model calculate the elasticity of 
demand for our forty departments? How will this effect our customer demand for 
goods? We need to redefine IMU ( initial markup up) for this analysis. The initial 
markup = 1 - ( cost/retail) is true for every department. IMU is needed to help us 
calculate the price elasticity for demand of a good. In this context, we will only be 
looking at the five departments shown in our previous analysis. The question then 
becomes why do we need to look at the elasticities for these departments? If we need 
to raise the prices in these five departments, we need to know how demand for these 
goods will be affected. In this regard, no demand curve will be constructed but
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knowing the relative differences in the elasticities will help us see in which 
departments it will be harder to change the cost structures based on a departments’ 
elasticity comparisons.
The comparative ranking is based on the fact that Consolidated Stores 
Corporation has a demand for its products. Our demand is the summation of the all of 
the products that are available to the public. So, when we show the Food elasticity, it
will be relative to the other departments in our 
mix which helps make up the company’s 
demand function. From the mark up pricing 
model, mark up -  -1 /  (Ed + 1) . We know 
what the mark up from our IMU, so we can 
calculate our departments Ed, this can help us 
make assumptions about a price change and how 
it will effect our departments demand. Please 
refer to appendix C for the complete analysis. 
Question Four Can we estimate efficiency at 
the region - district level that will help us set a benchmark for productivity and then 
model other stores on this benchmark? We use the price elasticity for demand 
associated with our departments to see how a price change might effect demand for 
our goods. We can also say something about how the departments individual demand 
will be effected with this strategy. With any price changes, we would be interested in 












Figure 3 Shows the basic structure of the DEA format
the lowest cost structure versus the highest sales levels.
This analysis will focus on the efficiency question from the viewpoint of who 
has the most productive inputs, costs, versus their output,sales. With this in mind, I 
will invoke the idea of data envelopment analysis. Data envelopment analysis (DEA) 
represents a family of linear programming based models for assessing the relative 
performance of decision alternatives in a multidimensional environment.1 This 
modeling suits our analysis very well based on the fact that we are going to be 
measuring inputs vs. outputs. " Thus, for any process that has outputs or outcomes 
resulting from some set of inputs, the production function defines the optimal 
relationship between these inputs and outputs / outcomes."2
The whole basis for DEA is to measure the distance from a point in our 
possibility plane to the production function. This helps us build ratios that let us speak 
of a points distance, distance would be explained as efficiency, to the production 
function. Once we determine the efficiency of a decision making units (DMU), we 
can estimate its efficiency relative to the best DMU in its comparable production 
function.
The function would reside in a two dimensional plane. With inputs, costs, on 
the horizontal axis and sales, outputs, on the vertical, we can show the relationship 
between the two. The grid is portioned into four quadrants. Splitting the horizontal 
and vertical axises in half, it would reveal that the north west quad would designate 
values where costs were at their minimum and sales at their maximum. This would 
indicate an increasing return to scale. The Northeast quad would designate values
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where costs were at their maximum and sales at their maximum. This would indicate 
a constant returns to scale. The Southeast quad would designate values where costs 
were at their minimum and sales at their minimum. This would indicate a constant 
returns to scale. The Southwest quad would be the worst quad where costs were at 
their maximum and sales at their minimum. This would indicate a decreasing returns 
to scale.
Our model is based on a constant return to scale due to the fact values in the 
Northwest region are almost never found#and this would not seem reasonable. We 
would not desire to register a point on the Southeast quad because of bad 
performance. The goal is to show stores in the Northeast and Southwest quads. This 
is where a company could achieve a constant return of scale.
The reason why DEA is so helpful is that it can help determine whether a 
region is performing efficiently enough to sustain a price increase. If the region - 
district is not up to speed with other region - districts, an analysis needs to be 
performed showing where they reside against other stores in the comparable regions.
In the same way the marketing profit analysis will help us elucidate the problems of 
sub par product departments, DEA will help us define sub par performing region - 
districts.
A DEA was performed on our region - districts, and it broke our stores out into 
three different groups. These grouping show the most efficient region on the bottom 
and the most poorly performing on the top. It then calculates an expansion path for 
the inefficient region. This expansion path is defined as the factor needed to alleviate
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this poorly performing store to the best performing store. In the first group, region - 
district S405 has an expansion factor of 1.329. This means that if you would take 
S405 inputs and you would expect the sales to be at a level of (S405sales*expansion 
factor) to be as efficient as region - district S206.
" The relative efficiency of S405 is the inverse of the expansion path factor, 
1/. 1.329=..7524, which means
that S405 has 75.24% of the 
sales and costs as an 
comparable store on the 
frontier."3 If we use the 
expansion factor, we can then 
see which stores are the most 
inefficient to their comparable 
region - districts. With this 
information, we could either
S405 S3G7
S404
■.■■•&(%̂ yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy h W J
| | 1 | | | | | | | | | | | I i i i t f l ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
S005 l i i l l l l l l l l l l l
l i i i i i i i i i l i S303
SO06
S004 l l l i i l l l l l l l l l l S0O8
S203 S2G4
8206 i l i i i i i l l l l i l
Figure 4 This is just the grouping -values are 
targets these regions to reduce in the DgA appendix
controllable expenses or raise
the pricing structure.
Question: Why don’t we just look at the test cost involved and just say that this
store has higher cost so lets just cut expense! DEA helps us build relationships
between stores that have different cost structures due to rent or payroll. This lets us
equalize costs across the board and lets us make decisions based on comparable store
groupings. A pure accounting approach would not allow us the flexibility of building 
comparable relationships.
The analysis of the first region is as follows: S008 is the best RD. Every 
other RD is trying to replicate their performance. The RDs are given an expansion 
factor and this lets us know where the RDs stand in relation to the best store. The 
expansion factors are shown on previous page. DEA resolves the comparability 
problem issue with great ease. This can help us evaluate the regions that need their 
pricing structure change or controllable expenses re-evaluated that need their pricing 
structure change or controllable expenses re-evaluated.
Question Five Can we build an empirical model that will allow Consolidated Stores
Corporation to forecast demand for units based on any price decision?
A model has been constructed using a variable named customer counts and
average item retail as the
independent variable and
units as the dependent
variable. The results are
shown in the predicted
model. This model results
are as follows:
Units sold =





Figure 5 DEA analysis
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First Group Second Group Tiiird Group










The R2 for this regression line is .952844. This gives us a good enough fit for 
forecasting and this could be the basis to help predict a change in sold items if the 
average item retail would change. If we set our variable this way: cust=1,000,000 
and AIR=1.60, the units would be predicted at 1,109354. If we held customers the 
same and changed AIR=1.61, then units would be projected at 1,035,056. The change 
would result in a decrease of 74,298 units. This decrease in units would effect total 
revenues by 118,876.8. This is a decent change but the issue is then how will this 
effect controllable expenses. With the decrease in units, we will have less expenses 
due to increase cartons to the stores. The effect remains to be seen in the marketing 
profit.
IV. CONCLUSION
Profit drives the machine and this study proposes ideas that could help our 
company’s bottom line. These ideas are untested but if we would create a sample RD, 
the models developed in this report could be evaluated to test their effectiveness at 
improving profitability. This would allow us to select a few stores to increase the 
average item retail for sale to gauge if it effects store traffic and revenue. By targeting 
the top five departments, we can see whether pricing decisions earmarked by this study 
have the predicted effect on store profits.
Until we formulate a methodology to test these ideas, our company may be 
losing the opportunity to exploit variations in profit opportunities at the lowest level 
possible, the store. Our competition has not discovered that our market is very 
profitable. If they do, they will slowly eat away our profits and market share, as
20
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FILE: RETAIL, NO, OF VARIABLES: 4, NO. OF CASES: 30 (MISS. CASES: 0)
LABEL: FOR DATA ANALYSIS ON AVERAGE ITEM RETAIL
SUMMARY STATISTICS









Sample Coef. Of Var. 





Lower Adjacent Value 







Sum Of Squares 

































































































































































FILE: RETAIL, NO. OF VARIABLES: 4, NO. OF CASES: 30 (MISS. CASES: 0)
LABEL: FOR DATA ANALYSIS ON AVERAGE ITEM RETAIL
CORRELATION MATRIX 
ETHNIC AVGINC SALES AVGITM
ETHNIC 1 0.407941 0.124918 0.127633
AVGINC 0.407941 1 0.293619 -0.0292302
SALES 0.124918 0.293619 1 -0.510378
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Appendix C
Elasticities and The Lemer’s Index
34
The main objective of showing the elasticities for the departments is to come up with a 
Lemer’s index to measure our monopoly power. Consolidated Stores is the largest close out 
retailer in the world and in our markets we face competition from very small competitors. By 
calculating the Lemers index with the corresponding elasticity, the analysis will show the 
increased price pressures that have been placed on our markets by either customers or 
manufactures. As manufactures challenge their corporate philosophies for pricing and 
manufacturing, Consolidated Stores Corporation forfeits profits due to the increased pricing 
strain.
The Lemer’s will help us understand the effect of IMU differentials between 
departments. In short, it will allow us to gauge our monopoly power in all of our recorded 
departments. This monopoly gauge is deserved based on the fact that we our the only real 
supplier of closeouts in all of our markets except California, which we intend to enter this 
summer with the purchase of a toy company that will enhance our west coast presence.
As shown on the attached analysis, as our IMU increases our demand will decrease 
based on the change in our elasticities. The Lemer is used in the case of the Food 
Department as a indicator of how our food share will change. L -  (p-mc)/p = -1 /  Ed .
The larger the L the larger the degree of monopoly power. 0<=1<—1. Lerner created the 
index in 1934 to measure monopoly power. *
It shows that when, the Food IMU goes up, our monopoly power will actual increase 
by 0.002. This index allows us to target departments that are under extreme price 
inflexibility. If our share increase, a price increase may be at hand.
* taken from Microeconomics, Pindyck and Rubenfeld, Second Edition: 1992, Macmillan
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IMU ANALYSIS FOR 40 DEPARTMENTS, FISCAL YEAR 1993
DEPARTMENT IMU Ed DEPARTMENT IMU Ed DEPARTMENT IMU Ed
10 Food 42.0% -3.3792 25 Homedecor 53.3% -2.8762 58 Shoes 51.7% -2.90 -
11 Lawn and Garden 47.7% -3.0973 26 Plumbing 49.1% -3.0378 59 Inf Furniture 44.9% -3.2275
12 Trim 49.8% -3.0076 27 Electronics 42.3% -3.3629 61 Bedding 42.8% -3.3378
13 Housewares 46.0% -3.1742 28 Hardware 47.7% -3.0983 63 Bath 45.9% -3.1799
14 Tabletop 48.5% -3.0615 30 Paper 34.0% -3.9418 64 Kitchen 49.9% -3.0029
15 Foodprep 47.8% -3.0904 40 Stationery 50.8% -2.9692 65 Misc Domestic 51.9% -2.9262
16 Sporting Goods 45.6% -3.1916 51 Mens 52.2% -2.9153 66 Crafts 55.3% -2.8098
18 Automotive 48.1% -3.0780 52 Ladies 51.9% -2.9279 68 Homedecor 48.7% -3.0519
20 Jewelry 54.7% -2.8292 53 Boys 53.2% -2.8802 70 HBA 49.3% -3.0271
21 Traffic 41.1% -3.4360 54 Girls 52.2% -2.9139 80 Toys 51.5% -2.9427
22 Electrical 47.0% -3.1256 55 Infants 53.1% -2.8845 81 Deals 56.4% -2.7746
23 Tools 45.9% -3.1772 56 Hosiery 55.7% -2.7945 82 Dollarzone 52.2% -2.9152
24 Paint 44.4% -3.2500 57 Accessories 51.2% -2.9541
MU ANALYSIS FOR 40 DEPARTMENTS, FIRST QUARTER 1994
DEPARTMENT JMU Ed DEPARTMENT IMU Ed DEPARTMENT IMU Ed
10 Food 42.5% -3.3545 25 Homedecor 53.7% -2.8627 58 Shoes 52.0% -2.9242
11 Lawn and Garden 48.2% -3.0729 26 Plumbing 49.2% -3.0313 59 Inf Furniture 45.1% -3.2183
12 Trim 49.4% -3.0259 27 Electronics 41.5% -3.4103 61 Bedding 43.1% -3.3222
13 Housewares 46.4% -3.1567 28 Hardware 49.1% -3.0346 63 Bath 45.6% -3.1931
14 Tabletop 48.1% -3.0790 30 Paper 31.5% -4.1751 64 Kitchen 50.2% -2.9925
15 Foodprep 46.5% -3.1524 40 Stationery 47.9% -3.0861 65 Misc Domestic 52.6% -2.9010
16 Sporting Goods 45.6% -3.1920 51 Mens 51.9% -2.9251 66 Crafts 55.2% -2.8109
18 Automotive 48.6% -3.0566 52 Ladies 53.5% -2.8700 68 Homedecor 48.4% -3.0666
20 Jewelry 55.0% -2.8187 53 Boys 53.3% -2.8747 70 HBA 47.9% -3.0871
21 Traffic 42.0% -3.3824 54 Girls 53.6% -2.8671 80 Toys 51.7% -2.9352
22 Electrical 45.8% -3.1829 55 Infants 52.9% -2.8918 81 Deals 56.3% -2.7751
23 Tools 44.2% -3.2600 56 Hosiery 59.4% -2.6847 82 Dollarzone 52.5% -2.9054
24 Paint 44.4% -3.2528 57 Accessories 52.9% -2.8910
MU ANALYSIS FOR 40 DEPAFtTMENTS, DIFFERENTIALS
DEPARTMENT IMU Ed DEPARTMENT IMU Ed DEPARTMENT IMU Ed
10 Food 0.4% 2.5% 25 Homedecor 0.4% 1.4% 58 Shoes 0.3% 1.1%
11 Lawn and Garden 0.6% 2.4% 26 Plumbing 0.2% 0.7% 59 Inf Furniture 0.2% 0.9%
12 Trim -0.5% -1.8% 27 Electronics -0.8% -4.7% 61 Bedding 0.3% 1.6%
13 Housewares 0.4% 1.7% 28 Hardware 1.5% 6.4% 63 Bath -0.3% -1.3%
14 Tabletop -0.4% -1.7% 30 Paper -2.5% -23.3% 64 Kitchen 0.3% 1.0%
15 Foodprep -1.4% -6.2% 40 Stationery -2.8% -11.7% 65 Misc Domestic 0.7% 2.5%
16 Sporting Goods -0.0% -0.0% 51 Mens -0.3% -1.0% 66 Crafts -0.0% -0.1%
18 Automotive 0.5% 2.1% 52 Ladies 1.6% 5.8% 68 Homedecor -0.3% -1.5%
20 Jewelry 0.3% 1.1% 53 Boys 0.2% 0.6% 70 HBA -1.4% -6.0%
21 Traffic 0.9% 5.4% 54 Girls 1.3% 4.7% 80 Toys 0.2% 0.7%
22 Electrical -1.2% -5.7% 55 Infants -0.2% -0.7% 81 Deals -0.0% -0.0%
23 Tools -1.7% -8.3% 56 Hosiery 3.6% 11.0% 82 Dollarzone 0.3% 1.0%
24 Paint -0.1% -0.3% 57 Accessories 1.7% 6.3% 0.0% 0.0%
LERNER INDEX TO GAUGE MONOPOLY POWER, FISCAL YEAR 1993
DEPARTMENT L DEPARTMENT L DEPARTMENT ■_
10 Food 0.296 25 Homedecor 0.348 58 Shoes 0.341
11 Lawn and Garden 0.323 26 Plumbing 0.329 59 Inf Furniture 0.310
12 Trim 0.332 27 Electronics 0.297 61 Bedding 0.300
13 Housewares 0.315 28 Hardware 0.323 63 Bath 0.J
14 Tabletop 0.327 30 Paper 0.254 64 Kitchen 0.333
15 Foodprep 0.324 40 Stationery 0.337 65 Misc Domestics O.i
16 Sporting Goods 0.313 51 Mens 0.343 66 Crafts 0.356
18 Automotive 0.325 52 Ladies 0.342 68 Homedecor 0.328
20 Jewelry 0.353 53 Boys 0.347 70 HBA 0.330
21 Traffic 0.291 54 Girls 0.343 80 Toys 0.340
22 Electrical 0.320 55 Infants 0.347 81 Deals 0.360
23 Tools 0.315 56 Hosiery 0.358 82 Dollarzone 0.343
24 Paint 0.308 57 Accessories 0.339
LERNER INDEX TO GAUGE MONOPOLY POWER, FIRST QUARTER 1994
DEPARTMENT L DEPARTMENT L DEPARTMENT .
10 Food 0.298 25 Homedecor 0.349 58 Shoes
11 Lawn and Garden 0.325 26 Plumbing 0.330 59 Inf Furniture 0.311
12 Trim 0.330 27 Electronics 0.293 61 Bedding 0.301
13 Housewares 0.317 28 Hardware 0.330 63 Bath 0.313
14 Tabletop 0.325 30 Paper 0.240 64 Kitchen 0.334
15 Foodprep 0.317 40 Stationery 0.324 65 Misc Domestics 0.345
16 Sporting Goods 0.313 51 Mens 0.342 66 Crafts 0.356
18 Automotive 0.327 52 Ladies 0.348 68 Homedecor 0.326
20 Jewelry 0.355 53 Boys 0.348 70 HBA 0.324
21 Traffic 0.296 54 Girls 0.349 80 Toys 0.341
22 Electrical 0.314 55 Infants 0.346 81 Deals 0.360
23 Tools 0.307 56 Hosiery 0.372 82 Dollarzone 0.344
24 Paint 0.307 57 Accessories 0.346
LERNER INDEX TO GALJGE MONOPOLY POWER, D FFERENTIALS
DEPARTMENT L DEPARTMENT L DEPARTMENT L
10 Food 0.002 25 Homedecor 0.002 58 Shoes 0.001
11 Lawn and Garden 0.003 26 Plumbing 0.001 59 Inf Furniture 0.001
12 Trim -0.002 27 Electronics -0.004 61 Bedding 0.001
13 Housewares 0.002 28 Hardware 0.007 63 Bath -0.001
14 Tabletop -0.002 30 Paper -0.014 64 Kitchen 0.001
15 Foodprep -0.006 40 Stationery -0.013 65 Misc Domestics 0.003
16 Sporting Goods -0.000 51 Mens -0.001 66 Crafts -0.000
18 Automotive 0.002 52 Ladies 0.007 68 Homedecor -0.002
20 Jewelry 0.001 53 Boys 0.001 70 HBA -o.c
21 Traffic 0.005 54 Girls 0.006 80 Toys 0.001
22 Electrical -0.006 55 Infants -0.001 81 Deals -0.000
23 Tools -0.008 56 Hosiery 0.015 82 Dollarzone 0.001
24 Paint -0.000 57 Accessories 0.007 0.000
Appendix D
Envelopment Analysis and Results
-T0TCGST5Q +SALESSQ RELEP EXPPATH HYPGOST HYPSALES
S405 312.49 752 93 75.2% 1 3291 415.32 1000.70
S305 248.01 637.26 81.3% 1.2305 305.17 784.13
S301 430.42 1161.70 83.2% 1.2025 517.58 1396.94
S309 419.36 1155.99 85.0% 1.1763 493.31 1359.83
S208 345.35 966.33 87.0% 1.1498 397.09 1111.11
S403 294.00 841.66 89.7% 1.1152 327.87 938.62
S006 466.35 1367.80 92.5% 1.0806 503.94 1478.06
S303 196.42 575.13 94.2% 1.0620 208.60 610.80
S206 396.35 1224.30 95.5% 1.0474 415.16 1282.39
S008 527.37 1494.26 100.0% 1.0000 527.37 1494.26
S404 348.88 877.88 78.2% 1.2793 446.31 1123.04
S402 320.22 846.17 82.4% 1.2133 388.52 1026.65
S007 404.11 1106.10 84.5% 1.1830 478.07 1308.53
S003 354.68 975.92 85.4% 1.1707 415.22 1142.49
S205 460.54 1296.62 87.8% 1.1388 524.48 1476.62
S005 370.39 1075.50 90.0% 1.1114 411.64 1195.27
S203 419.91 1272.85 93.5% 1.0697 449.20 1361.63
S002 339.91 1034.91 94.7% 1.0560 358.94 1092.83
S004 417.05 1304.57 96.5% 1.0364 432.22' 1352.02
S204 180.78 558.24 100.0% 1.0000 180.78 558.24
S307 332.17 857.07 80.3% 1.2447 413.45 1066.80
S308 362.83 972.53 83.1% 1.2029 436.47 1169.89
S306 405.28 1109.83 84.6% 1.1826 479.28 1312.48
S001 338.19 939.29 86.4% 1.1573 391.38 1087.01
S304 353.34 1017.94 89.5% 1.1179 395.01 1138.00
S202 397.35 1178.45 91.7% 1.0911 433.55 1285.81
S401 348.38 1048.38 93.5% 1.0695 372.60 1121.26
S302 327.42 995.79 94.8% 1.0553 345.53 1050.85
S201 498.19 1466.55 98.7% 1.0136 504.96 1486.47
S207 453.58 1474.72 100.0% 1.0000 453.58 1474.72
G iv e  command ( or ? ) DV 
ITEMSSQ 
ITEMSSQ
ITEMSSQ not now active
Give command ( or ? ) LV





Give command ( or ? ) TE
Table of efficiencies (radial)
75.24 S405 - 78 .17 S404 80 .34 S3 07
81. 27 S3 05 82 .42 S402 83 .13 S308
83 .16 S3 01 84 . 53 S007 84 . 56 S3 06
85 . 01 S309 85 .42 S003 86 .41 S001
86 . 97 S208 87 . 81 S205 89 . 45 S3 04
89 . 67 S403 89 . 98 S005 91. 65 S202
92 . 54 S006 93 .48 S203 93 . 50 S401
94 .16 S3 03 94 . 70 S002 94 . 76 S3 02
95.47 S206 96.49 S004 98 . 66 S201
100.00 S008 100.00 S204 100.00 S207
Give command ( or ? ) TT 
Table of target values 




efficiency 75.24% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
312.49 0.0% 100.0%
1000 . 72 32.9% 75.2%
Targets for Unit S404 
VARIABLE ACTUAL
-TOTCOSTSQ 348 . 88
+SALESSQ 877.88
efficiency 78.17% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
3 4 8 . 8 8  0.0% 100.0%
1122.98 2 7 .9% 7 8 .2%




efficiency 80.34% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED 
332.17 0.0% 100.0%
1066.84 24.5% 80.3%




efficiency 81.27% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED 
248.01 0.0% 100.0%
784.10 23.0% 81.3%




efficiency 82.42% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED 
320.22 0.0% ' 100.0%
1026.69 21.3% 82.4%
Targets for Unit S308
VARIABLE ACTUAL
efficiency 83.13% radial





362 , 83 
1169.84
100 . 0; 
83 . V




Targets for Unit S007 
VARIABLE ACTUAL
-TOTCOSTSQ 4 04 ,11
+SALESSQ 1106.10




































efficiency 83.16% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED 
4 3 0 . 4 2  0.0% 100 .0%
1396.91 20.2% 83.2%
efficiency 84.53% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
4 0 4 . 1 1  0.0% 100 .0%
1 3 0 8 . 5 2  18.3% 84.5%
efficiency 84.56% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
405.28 0.0% 100 .0%
1 3 1 2 . 4 5  18.3% 84.6%
efficiency 85.01% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
4 1 9 . 3 6  0.0% 100 .0%
1 3 5 9 . 7 6  17.6% 85.0%
efficiency 85.42% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
3 5 4 . 6 8  0.0% 100 .0%
1 1 4 2 . 4 6  17.1% 85.4%
efficiency 86.41% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
338 .19 0.0% 100.0%
1087.06 15.7% 86.4%
efficiency 86.97% radial
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
345.35 0.0% 100.0%
1111.12 15.0% 87.0%
efficiency 87.81% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
460 . 54 0.0% 100. 0%
1476.56 13.9% 87.8%
efficiency 89.45% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
3 5 3 . 3 4  0.0% 100 .0%
1 1 3 7 . 9 6  11.8% 89.5%
efficiency 89.67% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
294 . 00  0.0% 100 .0%
938.61 11.5% 89.7%
efficiency 89.98% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
370.39 0.0% 100.0%
1195.24 11.1% 90.0%
Targets for Unit S202
VARIABLE ACTUAL
efficiency 91.65% radial
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 453.58 453 ,58 0,0% 100.0% 41
+SALESSQ 1474.72 1474.72 0.0% 100,0s
Give command ( or ? ) TP 
Table of peer units 















0 . 689 
312.49 
1016.00














0 . 616 
0 . 769 
348.88 
1134.31















0 . 732 
332.17 
1079.98















0 . 547 
248.01 
806.35














0 . 511 
0 . 706 
320.22 
1041.13








0 . 333 





0 . 667 
0 . 800 
362.83 
1179.67














0 . 915 
0 . 949 
430 ,42 
1399.42










0 . 819 
0 .891
-TOTCOSTSQ 397.35 397.35 0 . 0% 100.0%
+SALESSQ 1178.45 1285 .81 9 .1% 91 . 7%
Targets for Unit SO 06 efficiency 92 . 54% radial
VARIABLE ACTUAL TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 466.35 466 .35 0 . 0% 100.0%
+SALESSQ 1367.80 1478.10 8 .1% 92 . 5%
Targets for Unit S203 efficiency 93 .48% radial
VARIABLE ACTUAL TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 419.91 419.91 0.0% 100 . 0%
+SALESSQ 1272.85 1361.60 7 . 0% 93 . 5%
Targets for Unit S401 efficiency 93 .50% radial
VARIABLE ACTUAL TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 348 .38 348 .38 0 » 0% 100.0%
+SALESSQ 1048 .38 1121.30 7 , 0% 93 . 5%
Targets for Unit S3 03 efficiency 94 .16% radial
VARIABLE ACTUAL TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 196 .42 196.42 0.0% 100.0%
+SALESSQ 575.13 610.78 6.2% 94 .2%
Targets for Unit S002 efficiency 94 . 70% radial
VARIABLE ACTUAL TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 339.91 339.91 0.0% 100.0%
+SALESSQ 1034.91 1092.84 5.6% 94.7%
Targets for Unit S3 02 efficiency 94 . 76% radial
VARIABLE ACTUAL TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 327.42 327.42 0 . 0% 100 . 0%
+SALESSQ 995.79 1050 . 88 5 . 5% 94 . 8%
Targets for Unit S206 efficiency 95.47% radial
VARIABLE ACTUAL TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 396 .35 396.35 0 . 0% 100.0%
+SALESSQ 1224 .30 1282.45 4.7% 95 . 5%
Targets for Unit S004 efficiency 96.49% radial
VARIABLE ACTUAL TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 417.05 417.05 0 . 0% 100.0%
+SALESSQ 1304.57 1352.00 3.6% 96 .5%
Targets for Unit S201 efficiency 98.66% radial
VARIABLE ACTUAL TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 498.19 498.19 0 . 0% 100.0%
+SALESSQ 1466.55 1486.53 1.4% 98 .7%
Targets for Unit S008 efficiency 100.00% radial
VARIABLE ACTUAL TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 527.37 527.37 0 . 0% 100.0%
+SALESSQ 1494 .26 1494.26 0 . 0% 100.0%
Targets for Unit S204 efficiency 100.00% radial
VARIABLE ACTUAL TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
-TOTCOSTSQ 180.78 180.78 0 . 0% 100.0%
fSALESSQ 558.24 558.24 0 . 0% 100.0%
Targets for Unit S207
VARIABLE ACTUAL
efficiency 100.00% radial
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED





1109 . 83 +SALESSQ


































353 .34 -TOTCOSTSQ 
1017 . 94 +SALESSQ




















































e f f i c i e n c y  
S204 








0 . 823 



































0 . 633 





































348 ,38 -TOTCOSTSQ 
1048 .38 h-SALESSQ




































































































0 . 614 











0 . 583 
0 . 749 













1224.30 +SALESSQ 1223.91 1288 . 65





1304 . 57 h-SALESSQ


















e f f i c i e n c y  
S008 




e f f i c i e n c y  
S008 




9 6 . 4 9 %  radial 
S 2 0 7  
0 . 8 6 6  
0 . 9 1 9
4 1 7 . 0 5
1 3 5 5 . 9 5
9 8 . 6 6 %  radial 
S 2 0 7  
0 . 3 9 5
1 .  0 9 8
4 9 8 . 1 9
1 6 1 9 . 7 6
1 0 0 . 0 0 %  radial








1 . 000 












1 . 000 




Give command ( or ? ) TA 
Table of targets and peers 










efficiency 75.24% radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED 
3 1 2 . 4 9  0.0% 100 .0%
1 0 0 0 . 7 2  32 . 9% 75.2%
efficiency 75.24% radial 
S204 S207
0 . 517 0 . 4 8 3
1 . 7 2 9  0 . 6 8 9
3 1 2 . 4 9  3 1 2 . 4 9
9 6 4 . 9 5  1 0 1 6 . 0 0
Targets for Unit S404 
VARIABLE ACTUAL
-TOTCOSTSQ 348 . 88
(-SALESSQ 877 . 88
Peers for Unit S404 
S404
ACTUAL LAMBDA
efficiency 7 8 . 1 7 %  radial 
TARGET TO GAIN ACHIEVED
3 4 8 . 8 8  0 . 0 %  1 0 0 . 0 %
1 1 2 2 . 9 8  2 7 . 9 %  7 8 . 2 %
efficiency 7 8 . 1 7 %  radial 
S 2 0 4  S 2 0 7
0 . 3 8 4  0 . 6 1 6
Appendix E
Regression and Data - Units Sold Model
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FILE: MODEL, NO. OF VARIABLES: 4, MO. OF CASES: 25 (MISS. CASES: 0)
LABEL: NEW DATA FOR REGRESSION
ORDINARY LEAST SQUARES 
MODEL: TTITEM = 7.6991TTCUST + - 7.39691E6TTAIR + 5.24531E6CNST
COEF. SD. ER. t (22) P-VALUE PT. R SQ.
TTCUST 7.6991 0.493519 15.6004 2.22433E-13 0,917098
TTAIR -7.39691E6 3,93298E6 -1.88074 0.0733105 0.138511
CNST 5.24531E6 4.07548E6 1.28704 0.211457 0.0700221
R SQ. = 0.952844, ADJ. R SQ. = 0.948557, D. W. = 1.20123
SD. ER. EST. = 2.21204E6, F(2/22) = 222.266 (P-VALUE = 2 .5642E-15)
